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The Western process of providing therapy to individuals, couples, families, and groups has depended primarily upon

the presence of a trained therapist since Freud developed his "talking cure' in the late ir Century. Even before that, any

historical perspective makes note of the fact that individuals in a society or culture, although variously seen as participants in

magic, religion, philosophy, or medicine, were designated to fulfill the role of "helper/healer?(Wachtel, 1977, p.3; Ortinsky &

Howard, 1995, p. 4.) Eastern traditions of healing relied similarly upon the mentor, guru, or priest to guide the seeker toward

increased mental, physical, and emotional health.
However, much has been made in recent years of the advances of technology and their Implications for the spread of

knowledge. Not only has the World Wide Web opened up undreamed of access to job listings, psychological tests, published

works, and reference materials, but advance In multi-meda material are making it easier to use and bring audo and visual

materials into the counseling session. Advances in phone technology have allowed communication between individuals to

occur anywhere at any time. The advantages of technology have been targeted in the United States, in the provision of mental

health services, by managed health care organizations and by agencies end businesses, all eager to cut down the costs

incurred through standard delivery of psychotherapy. if video tapes, or computer programs, can replace an actual person and

once developed, can be reused innumerable times for a minimal cost, then to what extent is the person necessary in the

delivery of mental health care? The basic questions in the therapeutic community might be stated at these: Can machines

replace therapists? Can therapy occur without a therapist?
This paper attempts to respond to these questions through an examination of some major Western and Eastern

theories in the field of psychological therapy. It is the purpose of this paper to review existing writings in the field of

psychotherapy to emphasize that, whatever helping may occurthrough the use of technology, it is the very essence of

psychotherapy that a personal relationship occurs between two or more individuals and that it Is through this personal

relationship that therapeutic change occurs. Therefore, to Emit or eliminate this personal relationship in any way through the

use of technology will inevitable destroy the essence of therapy.

Most Western theories may be divided into three major 'schools' or 'Forces': Psychodynamic, as elaborated upon by

Object Relations theorists, Margaret Mahler, John Bowlby, and the advocates of Self Psychology; Behavior Modification and

Cognitive/Behavior Modification, as defined by B. F. Skinner, Albert Bandura, Michael Mahoney, David Meichenbaum, Aaron

Beck, Salvador Minuchin, Jay Haley, and others; and the
Humanistic/PhenomenologicaUExistential Theorists, represented by

Cad Rogers, Frederick 'Fritz' Perls, Irving Yalom, Rollo May, Abraham Maslow, and Virginia Satir, for example.

Each of these Forces has distinctive views of human nature, the nature and mechanisms of change, the role of the

therapist, the goal of therapy, the course of therapy, success in therapy, and each contains dfferent sets of techniques,

strategies and interventions based on these concepts. Regardless of the differences in views, values, and opinions expressed

by these different Forces and the specific theories in each Force, the most common element amongst the theories is the central

Importance of the therapist (Feder 1949; Feder 1950)
Indeed, as Orlinsky and Howard (1995) state:

'Thus, the modern psychotherapies may be described generically as involving a priesslonal smiles that provides personal he/pin the sphere

of private ilk under the symbolic authority and guidance of sant/fie know/edge.This combination ofprofessional service with personal

attachment as contrasting and even contrary social structural elements into a single relationship is a distinctive feature of the modern forms of

psychotherapy... (p. 9) Mother aspect of the process that follows direct,' from the therapeutic contract is the start of a person-to-person

relationship between the patient and therapist This therapeutic bond maybe kept in the background and given only limited recognition or it

may become an important focus of treatment, dependingmainly on the therapists treatment model and the patients personal input

However, whether the bond is overfly emphasized or not, research has showthat it is centrally related to the therapeutic outcome.' (p.17)

First Force theories have emphasized the necessityof the objective nature of the therapist The therapist should not

interject him/herself into the therapeutic process in a personal way. This would seem to advance the idea that amachine,

which in theory could be programmed to do analysis and Interpretation,would be the ideal partner for the client from the

psychodynamlc perspective. But wait! The briefest perusal of the literature from this Force quickly puts this idea to rest

Sigmund Freud (1964), the lather' of psychoanalysis, said it this way.

ti 'The labour of overcoming the resistances Is the essential achievement of the analytic
treatment the patient has to accomplish it and the

CO PhYsician makes it possible for him to do this by suggestions which are in thenature of an educadon. It has been truly said therefore, that
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e part of the work is carried through by creating - in the relationship to
psychoanalytic treatment is a kind of ne-edureatioa (P 459),K,The cts, in 'Aid% the patient strives to behave as he criginally behaved,
the physician,

in -the transference- new ec65°ns oftout to him to another decision. The tansference is thus the
battlefield where all theone calls upon ell the available forces in his so

a and another of the 'Big Three' of First Force theory, Alfred Adger (1979), wrote:

contencting forces must meet' 0). 462)
Frauds one

CisCiP17 case information on these aspects, and extension of the ability to cooperate. This is the core of
'Part of the technique of treatment is in any

physician and patient I have Testy stressed how the patient must be brought
Individual paycheraw treatment IrisiothueZoPerabrougirntohethivisieen.

path of cooperation until it appears to him as a matter of course. The result is theedendeddeser wapeca
that he

This s. puts inThra beeetter. position.' fp. 200)

the
ot ttle only g Three', CM Jung (1933), states:

o.n that I am able to throw myself
into the arms of humanity freed as last from the burden of moral exile.

-it is only with the Help
of

confession
The goat or treatment by catharsis is full confession...(pp. 35-36) For twist and turn the matteras we may, the relation between physician andpatient remains personal within the frame of the impersonal,

professional treatment We cannot by any device bring it about that thetreatment is not the outcome of a mutual influence
in which the whole being of the patient as well as that of the doctor plays its part Twoprimary factors come together in the treatment that is, two persona, neither of whom is a fixed and determinable magnitude. The fields of

consciousness may be quite dearly defined, but they bring with them beside an indefinitely extended sphere
of unconsciousness. The this

reason the personalities of the doctor and patient have often more to do with the outcome of the treatmentthan what the doctor says or
thinks...The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two chemical substances: if there isany reaction, both are transformed. We
should expect the doctor to have an influence on the patient in every effective

psychic treatment but this influence can only take place when
he too is affected by the patient You can exert no influence ifyou are not susceptble to influence' (p. 49)Sullivan (1954), one of the group of theorists called Neo-Freudan, explains his view of the role of the therapist thus:'Since the field of psychiatry has been defined as the study of interpersonal

relations, and since it has been alleged that this is a perfectly
valid area for the application of scientific method, we have come to the conclusion that the data of psychiatryarise only in participant
observation. In other words, the psychiatrist cannot stand off to one side and apply his sense organs, however they may be refined by the
use of apparatus, to noticing what someone else does,without becoming personally implicated in the operation. His principal instrument of
observation is his self - his personality, him as a

person. The processes and the changes in processes that make up the data which can be
subjected to scientificstudy oxur, not in the subject person nor in the observer, but in the situation which is created between the observer
and his subject We say that the data of psychiatry

arise in participant observation of social interaction, Ifwe are inclined toward the social-
psychological approach, or of interpersonal relations, if we are inclined toward the psychiatric approach, the two terms meaning, so far as I
know, precisely the same thing. There are

no purely objective data in psychiatry, and there are no valid subjective data, because the material
becomes scientifically usable only in the shape of a complex resultant

- Infenenca (p. 3) As I said at the
beginning. psychiatry is peculiarly

the field of participant
observation...Therefore, the psychiatrist has an inescapable,

inextricable involvement in all that goes on in the
interview, and to the extent that he is unconscious or unwitting of his participation in the interview, to that extent he does not knowwhat is
happening.' (p. 18)

Murray Bowen, founder of Family Systems therapy, is Neo-Freudan in his perspective. Even within the context oftreating a family, he emphasizes the importance of the relationship with the therapist He states: 'The major characteristic to be
examined here is that the successfu I Introduction eta significant °Metpetson VD an anxious or

dshobechalationship system has the
capacity to mod),relationships within the system.' (Bowen, 1985, p. 342)Ah, but what of the

cognitive/behavioral theories? This Second Force relies much on the strength of its techniquesand has been criticized for not valuing the therapeutic relationship. Once again, although touting the efficacy of strongtechniques, writers in this domain recognize the centrality of the counseling relationship.Joseph Wolpe is considered one of the founders of Behavior Therapy. He, however, supports the notion of theimportance in therapy of the client-counselor
relationship by writing:'The most enviable feature of behavior therapy is in the command it gives to the therapist, both in general planning of his therapeutic

campaign and in mortifying its details as he goes along...The power to intervene rationally and predictably makes a striking contrast to the
uncertainty of the conventional

therapists position...This being the case, it is notsurprising that the literature on conventional psychotherapy
gives so much weight to the patient-therapist

relationship...As Frank hasshown, a relationship iswhich the therapist is able to mobilize the;
patients expectation of help and hope ofrelief is in and of itselfa powerful therapeutic

instrument..The procedures ofbehavior therapy hew
effects additional to these relational effects that we common to all forms of psychotherapy.

The practice of behavior therapy may thus be
viewed as a 'double-barrelled

means of alleviating neurotic
distress.' (Woipe, 1973, p. 9)Aaron Beck (1979), one of the leading proponents

of cognitive therapy, further supports this view by stating:
'The general characteristicsof the therapist which facilitate the application of cognitive therapy (as well as other kinds ofpsychotherapies
include warmth, accurate empathy, and

genuineness...We believe that these characteristics in themselves are necessary butnot suffice
produce an optimum therapeutic effect (p. 45) Having considered the therapeutically valuable attrbutes of the therapist, let us focus on
development and maintenance of a therapeutic

relationship. The relationship involves both the patient and the therapist and is based on'
trust, rapport, and

collaboration. Cognitive andbehavior therapies probably require the same subtle therapeutic atmosphere that has been
described explicitly in the context of

psychodynamic therapy.' (p. 50)
Constructivism is one of the cognitive theories,

which emphasizes the subjective nature of experience. One
writes:
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, Keeping with their
conceptualization of human beings as incipient theorists or narrators of the experience, constructivists envision the

goat
therapy as the promotion of thismeaning-making activity rather than the 'correction' of presumed dysfunctions or deficits in the

basic thinking, feeling or behaving. Therefore, in assessment, constructivists concentrate on identifying and eventually reformulating the

n''''nfrat metaphors that inform the clients self-narrative as well as personal and shared systems of meaning tat prove impermeable in the

oface
hovel experience. This typically carries the constructivist therapist to relatively deep levels of intervention, or second-order change,

with a focus on the basic selfhood process...As a process-oriented approach to therapy, constructivism encoizages a delicate attunement of

the
often-inarticulate questions implicit in the dents behavior and attempts to help the client weave trough his or her experience threads of

significance that lead either to provisional answers or toward better, mare incisive questions. Ultimately, the an of therapy is to create a

personal and interpersonal atmosphere in which presenting problems can be reformulated and resolv&I in language and in which clients can

it social validation for new, less 'problem-saturated identities! (Neirneyer,1995, pp. 17-18)

Narrative therapy is considered a form of constructivist therapy. White and Epston (1990) are among the leading

proponents of this form of work. They have stated

insofar as the desirable outcome of therapy is the generation of alternative stories that incorporate vital and previously neglected aspects of

rived experience, and insofar as these stories incorporate alternative knowledgin, it can be argued that the identification of and provision of

the space for the performance of these knovAedges is a central focus of the therapeutic endeavor." (p. 31)

The Mental Research institute in California developed a form of behaviorally oriented Brief Therapy considered

especially useful for families. In a book considered a classic exposition of this form of therapy, Fisch, Weakland and Segal

(1982) write:
"Given this conception of problems and their resolution, the therapist must be an activeagent of oh3nge. Not only must he get a clear view of

the problem behavior and of the behaviors that function to maintain it he must also consider whatthe most strategic change in the 'solutions'

might be and take steps to instigate these changes - in the face of the clients' considerable corrdnitments to continuing them. This is the job

of the therapist as we see it.. (p. 19) It may seem cold and calculating to talk about ways of controlling the process of treatment but we

believe it is evident, on little reflection, that the client is not in a position to know how his problemshould best be approached - if he did, why

would he be seeking professional help? Accordingly. almostall therapies involve tactics for providing the therapist control of the course of

treatment..This is not for the arbitrary purpose of controlling, per se. Rather, it is ethically consistent with our view that the guidanceof

treatment is an inherent responsibility of the therapist and that it is to the patient's detriment if the therapist abdicates this responsiNity." (p.

22)
William Glasser developed Reality Therapy, which is considered rather 'hard nosed and is especially effective with

dysfunctional adolescents. Glasser (1965) has a clear view of the importance of the therapeutic alliance, as he states:

' Unless the requisite involvement exists between the necessarily responsible therapist and the inesponsiblepatient, there can be no therapy.

The guiding principles of Reality Therapy are directed toward achieving the proper involvement, a completely honest human relationship in

which the patient, for perhaps the fast time in his life, reates that someone cares enough about him not only to accept him but to help him

fulfill his needs in the real world.' (p. 21)
Albert Ellis, developer of Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy, is also viewed as a pragmatist, and although he has

advocated the possibility of self-analysis, he admits to the central role of the therapist
' As we often explain to our psychotherapy patients and marriage counseling clients...it is not what the therapist tell the individual that helps

this individual overcome his emotional dsturbances, but what the patient a client does with what the therapist tells him. More concretely:

although the effective therapist must somehow teach his patients to think straight, he cannotat any time really think for them...This means

that therapy, in essence, largely consists of teaching the patient effective self analysis...' (Ellis & Harper, 1961, p. 6)

Richard Stuart has applied behavioral principles to work with couples. He has alsoindicated the central role the

relationship with the therapist plays in therapeutic change:
In this active approach to treatment, as in the interpersonal approach, the therapist has theresponsibility of controlling the therapeutic

interaction. It is the job of the therapist to create a therapeutic environment that facilitates theclients' acceptance of change-inducing

instigations as much as it is the job of the therapist to render instigations wisely, to evaluate the effects of the intervention, and to use this

evaluation-produced feecback to redesign the methods that are used. The power that the therapist must use to do these jobs well must be

developed through interaction with the clients..? (Stuart 1980, p. 149)
Salvador Minuchin (1981), developer of the behavioral family therapy known as Structural Therapy, states:

'Family therapy requires the use of self. A family therapist cannot observe and provefrom without He must be a part of a system of

interdependent people. In order to be effective as a member of this system, he must respond to circumstances according to the system's

rules, while maintaining the widest possible use of self? (p. 2)
It is undisputed that Third Force has emphasized the importance of the relationship between the therapist and the

client indeed, this is sometimes seen as the distinctive feature of Third Force theories. A sample of writing confirms this view.

Carl Rogers, founder of Person Centered Therapy (previously called 'client centered therapy) has explained the

importance of the therapist-client relationship thus:
In client-centered therapy the client ands in the counselor a genuine alter ego in an operational and technicalsense...ln the therapeutic

experience, to see one's own attitudes, confusions, ambivalences, feelings, and perceptions accurately expressed by another, but stripped of

their complications of emotion, Is to see oneself objectively, and paVes the way for acceptance into theself...In the emotional warmth of the

relationship with the therapist, the client begins to experience a feeling of safety as he find that whatever attitude ha expresses is understood

in almost the same way that he perceive it, and is accepted....In this safe relationship he can perceive far the first time the hostile meaning
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and purpose of certain aspects of his behavior, and can understandwhy he has felt guilty about it, and why it has been necessary to deny to.,

awareness the meaning of this behavior...The
therapist perceives the client's self as the client has known it, and accepts it he perceives

contradictory aspects which have been denied to awareness and accepts those too as being a part of the client and both of these
acceptances have in them the same warmth and respect Thus it is that the client, experiencing in another

an acceptance of both time
aspects of himself, can take toward himself the same attibide. He has been enable to do this because

another parson has been able to a

his frame of reference, to perceive with him, yet to perceive
with acceptance and respect' (Rogers, 1965, pp. 40-41)Gestalt therapy was developed by 'Frit' Parts, who writes:'Our view of the therapist

is that he is similar to what the chemist calls a catalyst an ingredient which precipitates a reaction which might not.
otherwise occur. it does not prescribe the form of the reaction, which depends upon the intrinsic reactive

properties of the materials present-

nor does it enter asa part into whatever
compound it helps to form. What it does is to start a process, and there are some processes which;

when once started, are self-maintaining or autocatiytic. Thiswe hold to be the case in therapy. What the &ictor sets in motion the patient `.

continues on his own! (Pats, et al., 1951, p.15)
Rollo May (1957), writing about Existential Therapy, states:'Another thing to be noticed about this patient who has come to my office is that immediately there is a relationship...The patient like all

beings, has the need and possibility of going out from his centeredness to participate in other beings. He is now struggling with the possblity'
of participating with the therapist.. (pp. 94-95) To be able to sit in a real relationship

with another human being who is going through profound
anxiety or guilt or the experience of imminent

tragedy taxes the best of the humanity in all of us. This is why I emphasize
the importance of

the 'encounter' and use that word rather than Telationship'... Encounter is what really happens; it is somethingmuch more than a
relationship. In this encounter I have to be able, to some extent to experience what the patient is experiencing. My jab as a therapist is to be
open to his world. (p. 108) ...As I sit now in relationship with

my patient, the principle I continue to assume is: this being, like all existing
beings, has the need and possibility of going out from his centeredness to participate in other beings. (p. 119) I would put it...that the task of
the therapist is to help the patient

transmute awareness into consciousness! (p. 126)Virginia Satire a humanist who first wrote of Conjoint
Family Therapy, and later called her work the Human Validation

Process Model, was particularly succinct about the centrality of the therapist if one uses the growth model, one must be willing to
be more experimental

and spontaneous than many therapists are. The necessity of flexibility in technique and approach, inducting particularly
direct intimate contact

between patient and therapist is thought to be basic.' (Satir. 1983. p. 234)Prochaska and Norcross (1994), looking at the entire broad range of therapies in all three Forces, explain:
'Psychotherapy is at root an interpersonal

relationship. The singlegreatest area of convergence among psychotherapists in their nominations

of common factors and in their treatment
recommendations is the development of a strong therapeutic alliance. Furthermore, as predicted

earlier, this most robust of common
strategies has generally

emerged as one of the major determinants ofpsychotherapy success. Still, the
desirable type and relative importance of the therapeutic

relationship are areas oftheoretical controversy...In light of these various emphases

on the role of the therapeutic relationship in the conduct of
psychotherapy, it will be necessary to determine for each therapeutic system

whether the relationship is conceivedas (1) a precondition for
change, (2) a process of change. andfor (3) a content to be changed! (op. 8-9)

This very brief and necessarily limited overview of some of the writing of theorists in all three Forces of the field of
therapy has, hopefully,

reminded the reader that the theorists in this field were aware of what
innumerable research studies

have indicated: That therapy is an effective way of changing the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of human beings (Lambert,
1992), and the relationship between the client and the therapist lies at the very heart of therapy. As one textbook compares
and contrasts different theoretical perspectives by stating:'First, if it is assumed

that the source ofmany, if not most, of the problems of clients involve disturbed interpersonal relationships, then a
therapeutic relationship that includes the characteristics of a good

human relationship is a relevant, and specific, method of
treatment..Indeed, therapy would be limited if it attempted to help the client develop better interpersonal relationship in the context of a
different kind of

relationship...The second argument against the view that the relationship is nonspecific is the research on relationship
(nonspecific) variables. There is evident that the provicing of the relationship as defined here, without

any additional techniques, is effective

with many clients who have many kinds of
social-psychological or interpersonal problems.'

(Patterson & Watkins., 1996, p. 500)
Or, as another theorist puts it

'The therapeutic relationship may very well be the major variable in certain forms of psychotherapy, such as those associated with the
psychodynamic and

existential-humanistic models and with the newer feminist therapy model. Certainly we learn more about the nature and

importance of this
relationship from these models than we do from others. Perhaps for those clients who want or need briefproblem-solving

approaches, technique a. medication is more important than
relationship, even though relationship is always important as the context for

technique. As sociocuttural pressures continue to have an eroding impact on family and interpersonal
relationships, a qualitative relational

therapy often becomesthe experiential springboard from which clients can learn to refocus theirpriorities and to find their self -in- relation. We

all have our biases and preferences. Whole I have
enormous respect for each of the major models and utilize them all in some ways at

efferent times, for me the therapeutic
relationship provides a critical context forwhat strategies are Otitized to effect intellectual and emotional

awareness and to develop
competency skills. The connection between therapist and client allow for effective

connections between
approaches and problems, between theory and practice.'

(Okun, 1990, p. 410)This is also pointed out by Kottler (1991):'Of all the elements
we might name, none receives more attention - both in theory and in practice - than the affiance between client and

therapist It is the glue that binds
everything we and the context for every intervention. A productive,open, and trusting-relationship

is, quite

simply, the single most necessary
prerequisite for effective psychotherapy (as we currently know and understand it) to take place...The

existential or humanistic therapistplaces primary emphasis on a relationship...All other types of clinicians - regardless of their espoused
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belief systems - also spend some fine developing a relationship that they consider to be necessary for anything else they

oecianees contornporary psychoanalysts. for example, no longer maintain the strict neutrality that was originally advocated by Freud, but

goicht 62_fr- 14to°sootabtish a more authentic encounter. And even those orthodox practitioners who do believe in maintaining a degree of

rather trim transference feelings are not compromised still believe that theitrelationship with a client is central to the analytic work that

dsesce haw,ior and cove therapists will also now ready acknowledge that them interventions are likely to be more effect/ re if

tinted within the
context of a relationship that is trusting and open.' (pp. 48-49)

Indeed, effective therapy depends upon the efficacy of the therapeutic alliance. As Fancher (1995) succinctly states:
reasonable to expect psychotherapists to know true things about the human psyche and its problems, and to expect that this

`"`-moo is essential to effective therapy. Recent research has complicated this issue even further. The therapist perhaps more than the

ser"
s to be what counts... Somehow it seems the person, more than what she knows, determines success... Such data are quite

techni,
consistent the possibility that personal characteristics or intrinsic healing powers, not professional expertise, account for results.* (P. 21.)

vTjtothsupplement a deeper understanding of the complexities of the therapist-client relationship, the reader is directed to

wonderful books that elaborate extensively on the power of the therapeutic relationship in therapy: Auld & Wyman

Guggenbuhl-Craig (1971), Kahn (1991), Kell & Mueller (1966), and Teyber (1992).
(199jb In summary, as one writer states, 'There is nothing wrong with influencing the patient indeed, without the therapist's influence

The patient there is no therapy worthy of the name. Like it or not, the therapist is influential, he cannot escape that responsioility; the art of

r7s'ycnotherapy lies in promoting and then using one's influence skillfully.* (Basch, 1980, p. 6)
Although Asian therapies differ substantially from common Western practice, the element of the importance of a

helper is still central. In a discussion of Eastern therapeutic regimes, including yoga and meditation, Morita and Naikan
therapies, one commonly used textbook states, The spectrum of relationships is almost as broad for Asian therapies. Some foster

transference, other minimize it in some the relationship is primary, in others definitely secondary. However, instruction and assistance from a

skilled helper is regarded as essential in all Asian practices, which are never entirelysolitary.' (Walsh, 1995, p. 388) Evert when

describing meditation, Walsh (1981) says: 'In fact, there is relatively little need for professional time and energy once thebasic precilce

hes been established.' (p. 487, emphasis added.).
In discussing Shadan, a Zen rest cure, Bankart (1997) states: Shadan therapy begins with complete rest and more or less

total social isolation for up to 30 days. During this period, the patient often may be permitted to communicate directly with only one person,

the therapist..* (p. 471) The same author, In discussing Shiatsu massage, says: "This relaxation should be understood as involving

the entire aspect of their two persons, including not only touch but also bodily motions and breathing. Through this interaction, the two people

develop a deep awareness of each other and of their relationship. Indeed, in Shiatsu the effects of the massage are at least astranspersonal

and emotional as they are physical.' (p. 482)

In a discussion of Morita Therapy, Reynolds (1981) mentions: 'Morita therapists are explicitly directive. They are teachers,
experienced guides v.ho, for the most part, have surmounted their own self-imposed limitations through this method. Although the therapist
offers authoritative advice, he does express genuine interest in the patent Avoiding a cold, authoritarian approach, he seeks to establish
rapport knowing that a positive relationship will facilitate the therapy process.' (p. 493)

Mother author reminds the reader that, in particular, Naikan therapy uses thesense/ as an integral part of the

therapy. (Shari, 1996, p. 567) As Reynolds (19R1) formulates the relationship in Naikan therapy. 'During each interview the
therapist simply listens humbly and gratefully to the outpouring the orient The therapist then assigns the next topic, answers questions,

and perhaps offers a word of encouragement, such as 'Reflect deeply, please.' (p. 548) For a more extensive look at Morita therapy,

including how the Morita therapist acts as surrogate parent for the client, and Naikan therapy, the reader is (Erected to Reynolds

(1976).
Now, for a very bdef examina8:-..r, of the possible benefits of technology. There is no doubt that increasing

experience increases knowledge and increased knowledge does lead to change. Thus, access to the a variety of assessment
instruments, psychological and interest tests, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Strong Interest Inventory, easier
and more comprehensive access to job listings, the availability of information about dsorders and accompanying support
groups for them, and the almost unbelievable amount of data to be reached through a computer - what books have been
written, what articles have been published - increases dramatically the resources of both the therapist and the client Cellular
telephones have made the therapist more present to the client than could have been thought possible. Using videotape and
audotape for the client to receive instant feedback on his/her.performance is so wonderfully cogent and non-judgmental that
any therapist might seriously consider the use of these aids.

But if there is, as research incicates, an agreement that therapy is one of the effective means of changing human
behavior and enhancing well being, the pull to replace the therapist with any of the technological mechanisms making their way
into the marketplace today must be resisted. It is useless to discuss whether or not the therapist needs to exist in order for
therapy to exist 'The helping personal attachment makes psychotherapy an engagement between human beings and emphasizes the

nature of the bond that forms between them.' (Orlinsky and Howard, 1995, p. 9) Or, as stated by Kottder (1986): 'It is not what the
therapist does that is important - whether she interprets, reflects, confronts, or role plays - but rather who she is...The first and foremost
element of change, then is the therapist's presence...' (pp. 2-3)
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Unless we are willing to move to a completely new paradigm for the helping of people, one that has not existed
in the

previous history of human beings. the relationship between helper and helpee is central to the process and cannot ever be
replaced by machines.
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